LOCALITY INFORMATION

RECORD NO. : 420
DEPOSIT NAME : #3 of Sayeed
OWNER : A12
MINING DISTRICT : Eagle
COUNTY : A40
DEPOSIT TYPE : C40
HOST ROCK : C31
PRODUCTION : C15
GENERAL COMMENTS : 80 foot shaft

LATITUDE : 39° 40.22' N
LONGITUDE : 114° 32.56' W
TOWNSHIP(S) : ATT 2 1/2 N
RANGE(S) : ATT 6 1/2 E
SECTION(S) : ATT 26
MERIDIAN(S) : MT. DIABLO

CRIB REPORT FORM (Nevada Version)

COMMODITY INFORMATION

COMMON NAMES PRESENT: C14
MAJOR COMM. PRESENT: C11
MINOR COMM. PRESENT: C12
VENOUS PRODUCTS: C30
DEPOSIT SIZE: C15
PRODUCTION: YES

COMMODITIES PRESENT:

COMMODITY NAME SYNOYMS

COMMODITY

LOCATION COMMENTS

STATUS OF EXPLORATION OR DEVELOPMENT:

GEOLOGIC INFORMATION

HOST ROCK TYPE:

ASSOCIATED IGNEOUS ROCK TYPE:

MAJOR REGIONAL STRUCTURE:

SIGNIFICANT LOCAL STRUCTURE:

GEOLOCIC OR MINERALOGIC COMMENTS

GENERAL REFERENCES